Why I volunteer...

Sense of Community  To support disabled students through working as part of a team of disabled students who are passionate about ensuring that all students regardless of their disabilities manage to achieve their full potential. To act as a link between students and their elected Faculty Representatives, being aware of issues that are arising in the various platforms of communication and feeding these back (where appropriate) to the relevant Faculty Reps as well as feeding back to students so they know what the outcome of their feedback has been.

Sense of purpose  To give back

To support others

My role...  

IT helped me...

• Gain a sense of belonging and of being useful
• Build up my confidence

My top three...

01  Being Co-opted on the Disabled Students Group Committee

02  Being invited to be an observer at the Central Representatives Seminar

03  The anticipation of what I could achieve in the future as a volunteer!

‘Volunteers are the little, often unnoticed, cogs that fit between the large important looking cogs — take away those little cogs and the machine will stop working smoothly’